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D A R I U S  S T E WA R T

The “Keep It on the Down Low” 
Rhythm & Blues Show”

R’s breath against B’s
neck suggests R fucks
to rock the boat.
But—spoiler alert—
R has a fiancée
at home piling
dishes in a dirty sink
from a day’s-worth
cooking recipes
R wants to eat
to reminisce dining
al fresco some city
in Italy where waiters
with lithe hands wafted
exotic aromas his
way. He adored
firm asses, preferred
pronouns
he, him, his,
on the sly,
not so much
pigeons who
cooed & shit the
cobbled pathways.
No homo
did nothing
in the end
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to dissuade
R’s appetite.
In fact, it encouraged
fiancée’s labor
to ply him with
those familiar
tastes & smells,
persuade R’s eyes
to the left, to the left
of his head,
a manner such as
during sex or for love
of good food—she
knows R’s moods,
how to make him
swoon even when 
his hard-on is
for B & means 
bend over
let me see you
shake a tail feather.
Meanwhile wife-to-be’s
home wringing
her hands & R’s
grinding his hips
I want to rock with you
because, yes, this
trifling ass,
—low down—
“down low” shit
is still going on,
so it’s best
to keep it still
hush hush 
when B relents 
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since R
tempts the flick
of his tongue 
between whispers—
how do you want it?
B’s drawers can’t slip
to his feet
quick enough, 
feel the heartbeat
pulse
behind
his knees,
weakened when he
grabs ankles, arches
his back & begs R just
give it to me, baby.
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Murophobia

It manifested on one of those too-hot-to-go-outdoors days
when Daddy gave my brother & me watermelon
 
slices to keep us cool in the heat. We let the
juice run like sweat all the way down to our chins.
 
A sticky mess for two damn-near, grown-ass boys.
Meanwhile, Daddy left us for nips off the bottle.
 
We were his breathalyzers, so we knew how much liquor
limbered his efforts to go “hard as a motherfucker”
 
getting rats off traps in the basement. He’d bring us down
to show us how to do it ourselves, teach us not to be afraid
 
to dispose of what would have tried to kill us first.
This was his tour in Desert Storm talking, the booze,
 
or thrill of the kill, who knows? We were twelve & ten
& tightened fists in acts of resistance. Instinctively, to gaze upon
 
a snarled, triangular face conjured images of a rat’s fangs,
not our own fingernails, scoring the insides of our palms.
 
Daddy made us kneel in observance of the one rat caught
at the very top of the basement stairs. It was chief among the others,
 
the marauder of darkness whose whiskers had failed him.
It hedged its bets creeping along the baseboards until
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it mistook peanut butter on a block for an easy meal.
There’s no such thing as a free lunch & now
 
it stared back at us with eyes dark as two periods.
Daddy beamed father-son bonding with his boys.
 
One of us had to remove it, though. Snap back metal pinning
a rat’s neck to a wedge of wood & yank it by its tail.
 
The other held open an empty grocery bag & felt the weight of death
plopped in. We saved money on traps by saving the traps.
 
The grocery bag interring the body was the least we could do
to dignify its life. No prayer was spoken over the dead except
 
let this be a lesson to the others. Daddy kept more traps
farther down in darker corners of the basement
 
& led us to them. They were empty with the ghosts
of the absent dead. Though it was later this night,
 
as I slept, that I felt a presence waft scantly across my arm.
With the opposite hand, I touched what seemed
 
a mischievous scuttle bristling the fine hairs.
Over & over I turned until startled awake frightened
 
when all it took was for me to see in the hallway light
glowing beneath my bedroom door the last of its hindfeet & tail0-
 
vanishing through a sliver in the wall.


